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Coyote Buttes is located in the Paria Canyon-Vermilion Cliffs Wilderness just south of US¶89

about halfway between Kanab, Utah and Page, Arizona.  The wilderness area sits on the border

between Arizona and Utah and is managed by the BLM.  It is divided into two areas: Coyote Buttes

North and Coyote Buttes South.  To visit either of the Coyote Buttes areas you will need to purchase

a hiking permit in advance (see https://www.blm.gov/az/paria/index.cfm?usearea=CB).  Only 20

people per day (10 advanced reservations and 10 walk-ins) are allowed to hike in, and separate

permits are required for the North and South sections.  The walk-in permits can be acquired off the

web, from the BLM office in Kanab, or from the Paria Ranger Station near the Coyote Buttes.

The Northern section of Coyote Buttes is by far the most popular, as it contains the spectacular

sandstone rock formations, pictured below, known as the Wave and the Second Wave.  As a result of

their popularity, getting permits for the Northern section is very competitive and often results in a

lottery to select the lucky folks for a particular day.

The Southern section also contains some outstanding sandstone formations known as the Te-

pees.  However, the road to the southern section can be very sandy and challenging, even for high-

clearance 4x4 vehicles.  As a result, walk-in permits for the Southern section are widely available.

COYOTE BUTTES NORTH—THE WAVE

Trailhead

The hike to the wave begins at the Wire Pass Trailhead about 8 miles south of US¶89 on House

Rock Valley Road.  The unmarked turnoff for House Rock Valley Road from US¶89 is located

between mile markers 25 and 26 approximately 34 miles west of Page or 40 miles east of Kanab.  It

is 4 miles west of the Paria Ranger Station where you can obtain permits for the hike.  It is a good

quality graded road easily passable in a 2WD vehicle under dry conditions. When wet, it can become

impassable where it fords Buckskin Wash about 4 miles south of US¶89.  The Wire Pass Trailhead

parking area and a restroom are on the right side of the road 4.4 miles further.  The actual trailhead

is on the left (east) side of the road.  GPS waypoint coordinates are listed at the end of this writeup.

The Second WaveThe Wave
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Hiking Route

The overall hike to the wave is about 2.8 miles and takes around 1.5 hours.  Leaving the Wire

Pass trailhead you follow the Wire Pass Wash eastwards (downstream).  After about 0.5 mile down

the open, flat-bottomed wash you will come to a well-worn trail (actually an old dirt road) that veers

steeply up and off to the right; here a sign in the creek bed indicates that the Buckskin Gulch trail

proceeds straight on in the wash.  The trail to the Wave climbs steeply up out of the wash to the top

of a broad slope, where a sign-in box is located for the Coyote Buttes North.  From here the soft

sandy trail heads southeast across the slope toward a ridge about a half mile away.  About 1.2 miles

from the start, the marked trail ends as it drops into a second large wash below a slickrock ridge.

From the second wash on, the route is unmarked cross-country hiking.  Pick a reasonable route

and climb to the saddle on top of the ridge that is in front of you.  From the saddle, contour around

to the eastern side of the ridge and proceed south, paralleling the ridgetop without losing elevation.

The slickrock ridge rises as you continue to head south up and over a low rise.  From here you should
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easily see two prominent twin cones almost straight ahead of you on the flank of the ridge.  Climbing

somewhat, head straight for the cones—you can pass around either their right or left side.  Once at

the twin cones, you can next identify the Black-Crack landmark that will guide you over the remain-

ing 1 mile to the Wave.   It is the prominent black crack or cleft running vertically down from the

summit of the distant ridge where the Wave is located.

Leaving the twin cones, proceed directly south toward the black crack across rolling slickrock.

After 0.75 mile, you'll arrive overlooking a large wash with the black-crack ridge on the opposite

side.  Descend down and across the sandy wash heading directly for the black crack.  On the other

side, climb the moderately-sloped sandy chute and follow the water course that leads upward.  To-

ward the top, veer a little right and follow the gully heading up toward the black crack. Stay in this

shallow gully as the slope eases, and it will lead you directly into the north facing entrance to the

Wave.
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The Wave

 After a rain you may find the north entrance flooded with a small pond.  In this case, circle 50

yards around to the right and enter via the southwest entrance.  If it exists, the pond can offer some

nice photographic opportunities with reflections.   The main wave is generally photographed from

its east side looking back west.  Because of the deep depression of the wave, it is best photographed

when the sun is fairly high in the sky.  In early morning or late afternoon the wave becomes draped

in shadows that hide many of its lovely colors and curves.  The area covered by the wave is not large,

but it offers wonderful photographic possibilities.

Brain Rocks, Burger Rock, and The Second Wave

Above and to the southwest of the wave is another series of interesting rock formations.  To

reach these, depart steeply up the back southern slope of the wave and veer southwest up to a higher

bench near the base of the black crack.  High overhead on the ridge line there is a substantial natural

arch.  Up on the bench, one sees to the west the so-called Brain rocks, and, if it has rained recently,

some lovely ponds.  Further along you will pass by the so-called Burger Rock.  The bench rises slowly

and steadily toward the southwest, and about a quarter mile from the wave one will see the deep

sinuous striations in the rock that characterize the Second Wave.  Since you approach the second

Burger RockBrain Rocks
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wave from its back side, it will not be visible until you climb down around to its south side.  During

midday-lighting, the 2nd Wave is not particularly dramatic compared to the 1st Wave, as it has rather

pale colors.  However, that changes dramatically as the sun sets over the summit to the west, length-

ening the shadows and lending a golden glow to the photographs.   In late afternoon and sunset, the

2nd Wave takes on its spectacular Swirls personality.

Return

To return to the Wire Pass Trailhead you retrace your own footsteps, or GPS track if you

captured one on the way out.  The Twin Cones serves as a good reference for the first mile, but

between there and the Saddle is absent any guiding markers other than those you registered on the

outbound leg.  Consequently, it is recommended that you periodically look backwards on your way to

the Wave and digitally photograph or memorize useful route features for the return trip.  A GPS is

a great help, and key waypoint coordinates are provided at the end of this writeup.
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COYOTE BUTTES SOUTH—THE TEPEES

Trailhead

One of the prettiest areas of the Southern Coyote Buttes is the Tepees on the far eastern side of

the Southern region.  To get to this area requires traveling south from US¶89 on House Rock Valley

Road and then east and north into the Cottonwood Cove region north of Poverty Flat.  These roads,

with hills of deep sand and many alternate tracks, can be relatively challenging even for high-

clearance 4x4 vehicles — a  GPS with a prepared route with key waypoints is very desirable for

navigating the region.  Again, useful GPS waypoint coordinates are listed at the end of this writeup.

For the Eastern Tepees my preferred parking spot, which I refer to as the East Tepee Trailhead

is at: N36 57.398 W111 58.809.  This location is not an official trailhead, but is a short 1-mile level

walk from the prettiest Tepees and is just before a difficult-to-pass washout on the 4x4 road heading

north to Cottonwood Cove.  The shortest, but most technically challenging 4x4 route into the Cot-

tonwood Cove area is via Lone Tree Reservoir and Paw Hole.  However, this jeep trail has several

difficult hills of very deep sand heading uphill from west to east; running it east-to-west is downhill

and much easier.  A more straightforward, but longer route, is south on House Rock Road to Pine

Tree Road, then north via Red Pocket to the Poverty Flat intersection with the Paw Hole road.  The

East Tepee Trailhead is around 2.3 miles north of the Poverty Flat intersection.

Route around to East Tepee Trailhead

Camp
Ground

East TepeesEast Tepee Trailhead

•

Poverty
Flat

The Wave

Lone Tree Reservoir - Paw Hole Road
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Leave the vehicle off the road so others can pass if they

wish to go further; there is easy off-road parking.  The 1-mile

hike itself is very modest across relatively firm near-flat

desert with sparse vegetation.  To penetrate the East Tepees

one has to either climb up through them or swing around

the north end.  I entered by climbing through them (very

pretty, but more difficult) and exited by going around the

north end.

Control Tower and East Tepees

One of the more prominent and interesting rock fea-

tures of the East Tepee group is referred to in many Blogs

as the Control Tower.  Shown here, it is also listed later with

GPS coordinates, as it is both interesting in its own right,

and is a good central locator for the East Tepee group.
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East Tepees

As seen here, the Tepees are brightly colored, similar in color to the Wave, but distinct in their

own right.  In size, the East Tepee group is much-much larger than The¶Wave with many more

photographic possibilities.  One can easily spend a half day exploring the area.
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COYOTE BUTTES GPS ROUTE DATA

In navigating the Coyote Buttes area, particularly the cross-country route to the Wave and the

South CB jeep roads, it is useful to have a GPS with key navigation waypoints pre-entered.  Other-

wise the jumble of various 4x4 tracks and infrequent road signs can lead to considerable confusion

and lost time.  Above, is a topo map of the Coyote Buttes area with indicated GPS tracks representing

the 4x4 routes I've taken going to and from the East Tepees.  Navigation waypoints, with GPS

coordinates listed in the table, have been located at key road intersections (junctions), bends in the

road, trailheads, and hiking destinations.  The table of GPS coordinates also lists the key waypoints

described earlier along the hike to the wave and external sites such as the Paria Ranger Station, the

Hwy 89 turnoff to House Rock Rd, and the Coyote Buttes Campground.

CNTRL TOWR
¹

¹WAVE
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GPS COORDINATES TABLE

Region/Subject Waypoint Latitude Longitude

Coyote Buttes North

Paria Ranger Station PARIA BLM N37 06.477 W111 54.976

House Rock Rd-US89 Junction 89-HOSRCK N37 07.586 W111 58.599

Wire Pass Parking WIRE PASS N37 01.138 W112 01.511

Trail leaves wash WASH EXIT N37 01.192 W112 01.087

Registration Box REG BOX N37 01.203 W112 00.953

Old Road OLD ROAD N37 01.026 W112 00.780

Wash crossing below first Ridge RIDGE WASH N37 00.933 W112 00.645

Saddle on first ridge SADDLE N37 00.955 W112 00.545

Twin Cones TWIN CONES N37 00.593 W112 00.502

Wash crossing below Wave WAVE WASH N36 59.975 W112 00.390

The Wave WAVE N36 59.783 W112 00.366

Arch on top rock above wave ARCH N36 59.667 W112 00.269

Second Wave (The Swirls) 2ND WAVE N36 59.600 W112 00.486

Coyote Buttes South

Turnoff into Coyote Buttes Campground CBCAMP TRN N36 59.983 W112 01.977

Coyote Buttes Stateline Campground CB CAMP N37 00.066 W112 02.111

House Rock Rd bend to the West HOSRCK BND N36 58.202 W112 02.080

House Rock Rd bend at Long Canyon LNGCYN BND N36 56.185 W112 03.552

House Rock junction w/ Lone Tree Rd LONTREE RD N36 54.880 W112 03.095

Lone Tree Reservoir LT RSRVOIR N36 54.975 W112 02.823

Paw Hole/Lone Tree road junction PAW-LT JCT N36 54.655 W112 01.825

Paw Hole PAW HOLE N36 55.428 W112 01.099

Paw Hole/Cottonwood Cove road junction PAWCOT JCT N36 55.627 W111 58.184

Poverty Flat Town site POVRTY FLT N36 55.421 W111 57.870

Poverty Flat Airport road junction PF AIRPORT N36 55.722 W111 58.137

House Rock turn to Pine Tree Rd PINERD TRN N36 51.713 W112 03.772

Corral Valley road junction CRLVLY JCT N36 51.944 W112 02.345

Pine Tree road junction PNTREE JCT N36 51.543 W112 00.637

Red Pocket road junction REDPCK JCT N36 53.691 W111 59.062

Red Pocket road bend REDPCK BND N36 52.656 W111 59.154

East Tepee Trail Head E TEPEE TH N36 57.398 W111 58.809

Control Tower (center of East Tepees) CNTRL TOWR N36 57.800 W111 59.362

Cottonwood Cove Tepees COVE TEPEE N36 58.130 W111 59.820


